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JFS: What are the top reasons you sought out your small business loan?

Elizabeth: Advertising & Promotion, and Renovation.

It takes continuous effort to build a website with a business plan making sure you are hitting all the key

points you want to deliver. It took seven months to build Essay Help For Colleges as I needed to

understand the various platforms and functions of a website. I also took classes on blog writing while

keeping my school counselor license up-to-date by participating in online learning classes for the last ten

months.

My small business work space is key to establishing and growing my business. Making improvements and

renovations is a great way to refresh space and revitalize my website. The extra funds were necessary to

make these types of improvements. I was very assured that the improvements will result in future

growth and success for my new business which made the loan worth considering.

JFS: What have you been able to learn during this loan period to successfully build your business?

Elizabeth: The most important thing I have learned while building my business is that it has to become

the foremost primary objective. Working for myself was almost a bit harder than working for someone

else because I had to create the blueprint that matches my vision. Learning to be patient was also never

on my side prior to building a business but that all changed while waiting to work with my first student. In

addition, working within the business plan enabled me to focus upon its criteria. I had a few setbacks

organizing my website and the goals I wanted to accomplish. I reached out to others for suggestions and

constructive feedback. I have learned to break down the goals of the business essay help for colleges into

small sequential steps that helped me stay focused and organized.

JFS: How would you complete this sentence about your business?   I help ___________ by _________________.

         Elizabeth: I help students by empowering their writing skills as evidence in their college application.
 

 Check out the Essay Help for Colleges website, here.

https://essayhelpforcolleges.com/

